Enabling TLS1.2

1. Browser Settings
   This document is applicable for Internet Explorer 9, Internet Explorer 10 and Internet Explorer 11.

Steps to enable TLS1.2.

1. **By default, TLS 1.2 is enabled.** If it is not than go to **Internet Option** under **Tools or Icon** menu in **Internet Explorer**. Please refer below **Screenshot1** or **Screenshot2**
2. After clicking on Internet Options, select Advanced Tab in below screen
3. Scroll down as per the below screen. Make sure **Use TLS 1.2** option is selected and click on Apply button.

Make sure “Use TLS 1.0 and TLS 1.1” are also selected.
2. JAVA Settings

Steps to enable TLS1.2.

Note: Java Runtime environment should be 1.7 and above

1. Open Control Panel and go to Click on Java as shown in below screen.
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   On clicking Java following screen will open and Select Advanced tab and Scroll down and Enable TLS 1.2, if not enabled. Apply the settings

   Make sure “Use TLS 1.0 and TLS 1.1” are also selected.
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